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EAOO/IACLE Special Interest Group (SIG)
The Special Interest Group of the European Academy of Optometry and Optics (EAOO) hosted by
IACLE had a programme of presentations by four FIACLE members who covered a selection of
interesting topics followed by a discussion period. They were introduced by Judith Morris, the
Regional EAME President and the event was attended by the EAOO President, Nicholas Rumney.

Fabrizio Zeri
How multifocal/extended depth of focus (EDOF) CLs for presbyopia are changing our approach to
practice.

Dr Zeri began his presentation by discussing the increasingly prevalence of presbyopia in our society
and the fact that presbyopes would like to continue with a spectacle-free lifestyle to look younger.
However, the demand for contact lens wear surprisingly decreases as presbyopia increases. The
wider availability of multifocal designs has doubled over a 10-year period so the reduction in use is
unexpected. Among the possible options, multifocal/EDOF contact lenses are becoming more
popular. In order to improve the success of fitting, practitioners have to deal with the assessment of
pupil size, lens centration and aberrations, as well as the measurements of psychophysical outcomes
and subjective satisfaction. Dr Zeri presented several strategies to enhance multifocal/EDOF fitting
primarily when dealing with poor vision which reduces wear.

Byki Huntjens
Does keratometry still have a place in modern soft CL fitting?

Dr Huntjens began by explaining the reasons why central keratometry readings have been used to
select the base curve of soft contact lenses in the fitting process. She then discussed why the
relationship between the central keratometry, and the base curve is not linear, leading to the choice
of available base curves being limited. Her first question was ‘why do we still perform keratometry?’.
She then explored if central corneal curvature values may be obsolete in the fitting process of soft
contact lenses even though there were other reasons for using it, such as knowing the type of
astigmatism present, NIBUT and a starting point for fitting characteristics. Her second question was
‘are there any useful predication characteristics from using keratometry and was it a poor
predictor?’. The ocular surface factors which are now explored in fitting were explained and possibly
measurements such as sagittal height need identifying in a fitting guide. The discussion that followed
was divided between whether students need the rules of prediction from keratometry readings or
that topography gives all the information that is needed. The other aspect raised was that in a busy
practice, keratometry has its uses by giving a fast predictor of what to expect in the fitting process,
plus its other relevant sources of information.

David Berkow
Myopia control and contact lenses

Mr Berkow stated that by today’s terms, myopia is an epidemic or even perhaps a pandemic. He
explained that it is predicted by 2050, approximately 50% of the worlds’ population will be myopic
and reminded us that high degrees of myopia can lead to several irreversible eye complications.
Optometrists should not ignore the problem but join those who have already decided to be part of
the Myopia Control team who treat young myopic children. He explained the range of contact lens
modalities giving a short description of soft lens designs, such as EDOF, and orthoK plus the
information that both child and parent should receive. The discussion highlighted that many
practitioners are still not embracing the concept.

Sebastian Marx
Children and contact lenses

Dr Marx gave a report on an open multicentre study which took place in Germany, Austria and
Switzerland. He explained the results of the age implications in use, the indications of wear including
pathological reasons, the materials used, and geometry of lenses fitted, the importance of handling
and communication, the modality compliance and the complications found during aftercare visits.
He went on to show some cases where a contact lens correction for a very young child was related
to a medical reason. He particularly covered the lens choices for aphakia and showed how sclerals
can help to deal with an ulcerative cornea.

